
This translation is provided for your convenience only. The Portuguese - BR version will be               
definitive in case of discrepancy. 

Privacy policy 
● Posted on November 25, 2019 
● Effective November 25, 2019 

Please read our Privacy Policy (“Terms”) carefully. By browsing as a guest or using this site                
(“Platform”) as a registered member and participating in any games, competitions, content            
publications, service purchases, product purchases or use of any existing or future features             
offered on the Platform (hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Platform”) (“Service” and /              
or “Services”) you (“User” or “You”) confirm your knowledge and agreement to be bound by               
the most recent version of this Privacy Policy. 

WASDEFY ESPORTE ELETRONICO LTDA, registered under CNPJ 20.859.999 / 0001-36,          
Limited Business Company, headquartered in Londrina, Paraná, Brazil at Maranhão 314,           
room 22, Centro, CEP 86010-904 (hereinafter simply “ Wasdefy ”), reserves the right to              
modify any or all of these Terms and may not notify you of such changes. You are                 
encouraged to check these Terms frequently to be aware of your current rights and              
responsibilities. Any published modifications and additions are automatically incorporated         
into these Terms. Your continued use of the Platform following the posting of changes to               
these Terms constitutes your binding acceptance of the updated Terms. 

The settings specified in the Terms of Service and Terms of Purchase also apply to this                
Privacy Policy. 

This Privacy Policy describes your privacy rights in relation to the collection, use, storage,              
sharing and protection of personal data on the Platform. 

Protection and data privacy 

The information requested from users is the minimum required to use the Wasdefy Platform              
features and used solely for the purpose indicated at the collection point. When necessary,              
they are stored in our database in a safe environment. Your data will be stored indefinitely. If                 
you wish to have access to your personal data to view, correct or delete stored information,                
please send a written request to Wasdefy, detailing your order along with a copy of your                
recently signed document, by email and with such information to support@wasdefy.com,           
provided you are not in breach of the Terms of Service and / or Terms of Purchase. 

Wasdefy employees involved in the processes are aware of this policy and only qualified and               
authorized personnel are allowed to access the personal data collected, otherwise they may             
face disciplinary, civil and criminal sanctions in case of violation of the policy rules. 

The presentation of information will only occur through the user's own request, legal             
guardian or court order. Wasdefy undertakes to use user information only for the purposes              
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for which it was collected and reserves the right to destroy it after its use. Wasdefy requires                 
its partner companies and service providers to ensure the protection and privacy of data              
ensured in our policy when sharing is required. 

Wasdefy will not send personal data or any other data to third parties, even if the user                 
expressly requests or agrees, promoting the total security of the informed data. 

It is the responsibility of the user to keep his password and login. The use of obvious                 
passwords such as special dates, names, or number sequences is not appropriate. If the              
user becomes aware or only suspects that his password has been discovered, he / she               
should change it on their registration page immediately. 

By browsing our website you automatically agree to the terms and conditions of our              
protection and Privacy policy. 

This Privacy policy is subject to applicable Brazilian law and the Foro de São paulo, Brazil is                 
elected to settle disputes arising from this agreement. 

Collection and use of navigational information 

Wasdefy also automatically receives and stores information on its servers about browser            
activity, including the IP address and the page accessed. The storage of this information will               
follow the general rules of Data Protection and Privacy, being used for the use of resources                
of the Platform, having access to them only qualified personnel, in safe environment, under              
penalty of disciplinary sanctions and in the civil and criminal scope. 

Collection and use of personal information 

Wasdefy will collect personal information that can identify users when: 

● Register with personal information on our Platform. 
● Proof of authenticity has been requested from the user for continued use of our              

services. 
● The User contact us through the customer service channels. 
● The User makes any order in our Web Store or transaction of any kind, especially               

commercial, within the Platform. 

Wasdefy may collect personal information from Users under the age of 18, in which case               
data protection is guaranteed and will only be used with the express permission of their legal                
guardians. 

Protection of personal information 

Wasdefy will use its best efforts to protect data, and is therefore not liable for damages                
resulting from your access and / or use by third parties, whether intentionally or guilty. 

Access to information collected is restricted to employees and authorized persons involved            
in providing services. Employees and / or authorized persons who misuse this information             



will be in violation of our Privacy policy and will be subject to the penalties provided for in our                   
disciplinary proceedings, without excluding any other applicable legal action. 

All personal data collected will be incorporated into the Wasdefy database. 

The user guarantees the veracity and accuracy of the personal data he provides, assuming              
the corresponding responsibility if they are not accurate. Wasdefy assumes no liability in             
case of inaccuracy of personal data entered by the user. 

Purchases made on the site are made in secure bank and credit card operator environments               
using SSL security protocol and without any human contact, and data security is the              
responsibility of banks, payment gateway and credit card operators. credit. 

Wasdefy uses the information collected for the following purposes: 

● Improve usability and interactive experience while browsing the platform. 
● Inform about new company services. 
● Keep users' records updated for telephone, e-mail, direct mail, SMS or other means             

of communication. 
● Produce general internal statistics, without identifying users. 
● Respond to questions and requests from your users. 
● Conduct communication and relationship marketing campaigns, as well as publicize          

special offers from partners. 
● Communicate with users in order to give them information about the company and             

services. 
● Collection of personal data for product purchase and service purchase tax purposes. 
● Monitoring creation of multiple user accounts for a single person. 
● Identification of the person responsible for violating the Terms of Service, Rules of             

Conduct, Competition Rules, Terms of Purchase and / or Privacy policy. 

Sending Announcements and Advertising Messages 

Announcements and advertising messages sent by e-mail will have to be an option to cancel               
the sending of that type of message by Wasdefy. The request will be fulfilled within the                
minimum time required to perform this execution. 

The deletion of receipt of announcements is made through the user's email. 

E-mail sending services are performed by Wasdefy or a contracted company, which will use              
its own servers to perform the sending. 

The hired company does not store or use in any way and under any circumstances,               
Wasdefy's registration emails for any purpose other than sending the messages, according            
to the preferences of each user registered in the Platform. 

External Links 
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The site may have links to other external sites whose content and Privacy policies are not                
the responsibility of Wasdefy. Therefore, we recommend that when redirecting to external            
sites, users should always consult their Privacy policies before providing their personal data             
or any other information. 

Modifications 

This Privacy policy may be revised from time to time to better reflect: 

● Changes in the legislation. 
● New regulatory requirements. 
● Improvements or improvements made to our services. 

If an update affects your use of the services or your legal rights as a user of our services, we                    
will notify you prior to the effective update date by sending an email to the address                
associated with your account. 

If you do not agree with the updates we make, please request suspension of your account at                 
support@wasdefy.com. If you continue to access or use the services after the updates are              
effective, you are understood to be bound by the revised terms. 
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